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PROBLEM

• Many influences on prospective elementary teachers’
identities
• Identities may not align
• Enactment requires negotiating dissonant identities

FRAMEWORK

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1. What, if any, dissonant identities arose
for a prospective elementary teacher
during student teaching?
2. If dissonant identities arose, how did
the prospective elementary teacher
negotiate the dissonance?

PARTICIPANTS AND CONTEXT
Cecelia – student teacher; seeking elementary teaching
certificate with an endorsement in English as a Second
Language
Antonia – mentor teacher; 20+ years of experience
Classroom:
• 1st/2nd grade combination
• 18 students – all English Language Learners
• Title I school in an urban area

DATA SOURCES
Interviews
• PSET
• MT
• TEs

Planning Conversations
• PSET & MT

Science Teaching
Observations
• Video-stimulated recall
interview

Unmoderated Focus
Group
• 3 PSETs

DATA ANALYSIS
Interview Coding

• Teacher of Science/Teacher of Students
• Actual/Designated
• Themes/Categories

Enactments

• Reﬂec>ons of Stories

Constant
Compara>ve
Analysis

• Research Memos

FINDINGS

THE PINWHEEL LESSON
Cecelia showed students pictures of a wind turbine and a fan-type windmill
and asked, “Do you guys know what these are?”
Several students answered, “windmill” and Cecelia had all the students repeat
the word, “windmill” and showed them the word written on a piece of paper.
Students shared experiences and ideas about windmills. Antonia (MT)
interrupted and asked Cecelia if she wanted to show students the windmill
video now?
Cecelia responded, “Do you wanna do that first? I was gonna do it in the
discussion at the end. Is that okay?”
Cecelia continued her lesson as planned.

THE PINWHEEL LESSON
Which was a really good suggestion on her [Antonia’s] part,
but I wasn’t ready for them to, like get that knowledge yet.
And so at the end, that’s why I wanted to, I wanted to put it to
the end because they would have that experience already
Maybe it was a bad choice on my part, but I just wanted them
to get the hands-on experience and then learn the why.

THE CLOUDS LESSON
While students were working on making their cotton ball models of clouds
using the reading passage, Antonia suggested that Cecelia show students
photographs of each cloud type:
Cecelia: I'm gonna do it after, when they're presenting. 'Cause I have 'em.
Antonia: [inaudible] at the beginning and up there so that they could see, refer
to it as they're working.
Cecelia: Yeah I could. I just wanted them to see if they could comprehend
from the –
Antonia: the reading.
Cecelia: Yeah
Antonia: [inaudible]
Cecelia: I can call their attention and then they can start – 'cause now that
they kind of have an idea I could call their attention.

THE CLOUDS LESSON
I just, my whole thing was that I kind of wanted to do it and
compare, see if they got—you know as scientists you have to
take the information out of an article and then—create it or
you know whatever. And then, I wanted to show them after
they did that. I wanted to show them, okay now was your
interpretation of the article the same as the photograph. “Like,
was it the same? Did you get that information out of the
passage and does it look the same? Did you create something
that was exactly the same?”

THE CLOUDS LESSON
these kids are ELLs and they're trying to learn the English
language
she's [Antonia’s] very wise, she's taught ELD [English
language Development] for how long—and so I could see the
wisdom in that and it at that point I was like, "I have it this
way."
But—my whole mind, my mind, my track of organization was
like so different, you know because she wanted me to scaffold
with them.

LESSON PLANNING
Cecelia: So, I went back in my notes last night in my science methods and one of the
things that they taught us to do is have a driving question.
Antonia: mmhmmm
Cecelia: And so I was thinking, maybe we could try it out and see how it works
instead of going over, like I know we need to do the objective...
Antonia: mmhmmm
Cecelia: Um, but we could do it after the driving question.
Antonia: mmhmmm
Cecelia: And address it. But the driving question I was thinking about for tomorrow
in the clouds, Do clouds look different? Do they mean different things?
Antonia: mmhmmm
Cecelia: And so that kind of gets 'em starting to think and we can have a science talk
about that. Where I just, I gather them and talk to them, okay do clouds look
differently? Describe a cloud that looks different than another cloud. Um, and then
from there I could introduce the objective.
Antonia: mmhmmm

NEGOTIATING THE DISSONANCE
Dissonance: Teaching science with experiences
(not vocabulary) first while at the same time
supporting the language development of students
who were English Language Learners.
Pinwheels Lesson

Clouds Lesson

Priority

Experiences first

Supporting ELLs

Perception of
Expertise

Methods Instructor/Course

Mentor Teacher

Primary
Identity
Enacted

Teacher of Science

Teacher of Students

IMPLICATIONS
• Cecelia – Antonia had visible dissonance
– What is going on in other PSET-MT
relationships?
• Impact of “strong” identities as teacher of science and
students
• Dissonance as potentially productive space for learning
– How can teacher educators leverage this?
• Considering shifting priorities (teacher of science/
teacher of students)
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